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TERMS, CONDITIONS & NOTICES

This document has been prepared by the Open SSRF Work Group to assist The Software Defined Radio Forum Inc. (or its successors or assigns, hereafter “the Forum”). It may be amended or withdrawn at a later time and it is not binding on any member of the Forum or of the Open SSRF Work Group.

Contributors to this document that have submitted copyrighted materials (the Submission) to the Forum for use in this document retain copyright ownership of their original work, while at the same time granting the Forum a non-exclusive, irrevocable, worldwide, perpetual, royalty-free license under the Submitter’s copyrights in the Submission to reproduce, distribute, publish, display, perform, and create derivative works of the Submission based on that original work for the purpose of developing this document under the Forum’s own copyright.

Permission is granted to the Forum’s participants to copy any portion of this document for legitimate purposes of the Forum. Copying for monetary gain or for other non-Forum related purposes is prohibited.

THIS DOCUMENT IS BEING OFFERED WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY WHATSOEVER, AND IN PARTICULAR, ANY WARRANTY OF NON-INFRINGEMENT IS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. ANY USE OF THIS SPECIFICATION SHALL BE MADE ENTIRELY AT THE IMPLEMENTER'S OWN RISK, AND NEITHER THE FORUM, NOR ANY OF ITS MEMBERS OR SUBMITTERS, SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER TO ANY IMPLEMENTER OR THIRD PARTY FOR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ARISING FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT.

Recipients of this document are requested to submit, with their comments, notification of any relevant patent claims or other intellectual property rights of which they may be aware that might be infringed by any implementation of the specification set forth in this document, and to provide supporting documentation.

This document was developed following the Forum's policy on restricted or controlled information (Policy 009) to ensure that that the document can be shared openly with other member organizations around the world. Additional Information on this policy can be found here: http://www.wirelessinnovation.org/page/Policies_and_Procedures

Although this document contains no restricted or controlled information, the specific implementation of concepts contain herein may be controlled under the laws of the country of origin for that implementation. Readers are encouraged, therefore, to consult with a cognizant authority prior to any further development.

Wireless Innovation Forum™ and SDR Forum™ are trademarks of the Software Defined Radio Forum Inc.
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Certification Test Plan SSRF Conformance for OpenSSRF Software v3.1.0

1 Introduction
This is a certification test plan for the OpenSSRF software implementation of the SSRF v.3.1.0 data exchange specification. This test plan is written to conform with, and to produce results compatible with, the Standard Spectrum Resource Format (SSRF) Certification Test Requirements document.

2 Test Procedures
The following test procedures will be implemented and executed automatically in software.
Procedure A: Validate Document Format
- Validate numeric format patterns [automated test]
- Validate string format patterns [automated test]

Procedure B: Validate Document Semantics
- Validate required Data Items [automated test]
- Validate enumerated types [automated test]
- Validate names [automated test]
- Validate Data Items and Attributes [automated test]

During the course of testing all Data Items will be configured according to the following strategy:
- Decimal and integer fields will be populated with random numbers
- String fields will be populated with randomly selected text excerpts using the UTF-8 character set. Where applicable and possible non-English text and non-Latin characters will be used.
- Enumerated fields will be populated with randomly selected enumerated values
3 Certification Test Plan

An automated test suite will be developed to execute all required certification tests against all primary SSRF v.3.1.0 Datasets identified in the Appendix of the Standard Spectrum Resource Format (SSRF) Certification Test Requirements document. Certification testing will be implemented according to the following general procedure, which is executed for each dataset:

1. Generate a candidate SSRF XML document for the Dataset under test
2. Validate the XML document from Step 1 against the SSRF schema (XSD) document
3. Visually inspect the SSRF XML document (if required)
4. Generate a test report

Automated unit tests will be developed to execute the document format and semantics validation tests.
A single, consolidated report will be generated to summarize the individual test results. Individual test results will be included in the report for reference.
3.1 Test 1: Minimum Fill Positive Test
A minimum-fill test will be executed for each primary SSRF Dataset according to the following procedure:

1. Generate Candidate XML Documents

   A program will be developed to use the OpenSSRF software library to generate twenty-five SSRF XML documents. Only those Data Items identified as required in the Specification will be populated in each respective document.

2. Validate XML Documents

   A unit test program will be developed to automatically validate each XML document against the SSRF XSD schema. This will produce a validation report document for each XML document.

3. Visually Inspect XML Documents

   Visual inspection is permissible, but not required for minimum-fill XML documents.

4. Generate Test Report

   A single test report document will be produced containing a table showing each primary SSRF Dataset and its respective pass-fail status of the minimum-fill positive test.
3.2 Test 2: Minimum Fill Negative Test

A negative fill test will be implemented for EACH Data Item identified as required in the Specification. A negative test will be iteratively executed for each required Data Item within each primary SSRF Dataset according to the following procedure:

1. Generate Candidate XML

   A program will be developed to use the OpenSSRF software library to generate twenty-five SSRF XML documents. Only those Data Items identified as required in the Specification will be populated. The Data Item under test will be evaluated twice: first it will be de-populated (set to null) and then it will be mis-configured (if possible) with an invalid string or number value.

2. Validate XML document

   Each XML document will be automatically validated against the SSRF XSD schema.

3. Visually inspect XML documents

   Visual inspection is permitted, but is not required for invalid XML documents.

4. Test Report

   A single test report document will be produced containing a table showing each primary SSRF Dataset, that Dataset's required Data Items and Attributes, and the respective pass-fail status of the min-fill negative test.
3.3 Test 3: Maximum Fill Positive Test

A maximum-fill test will be executed for each primary SSRF Dataset according to the following procedure:

1. Generate Candidate XML

   A program will be developed to use the OpenSSRF software library to generate twenty-five SSRF XML documents. All Data Items in each Dataset will be populated to their maximum allowable size.

2. Validate XML documents

   A program will be developed to automatically validate each XML document against the SSRF XSD schema. This will produce a validation report document for each XML document.

3. Visually inspect XML documents

   Each of the twenty-five XML documents will be visually inspected.

4. Test Report

   A single test report document will be produced containing a table showing each SSRF data type and its respective pass-fail status of the max-fill positive test.
3.4 Test 4: Maximum Fill Negative Test

A maximum Fill negative fill test will be implemented for ALL Data Items in each primary SSRF Dataset. A negative test will be iteratively executed for each Data Item within each primary SSRF Dataset according to the following procedure:

1. Generate Candidate XML

A program will be developed to use the OpenSSRF software library to generate twenty-five SSRF XML documents. All data Data Items will be populated. The Data Item under test will be mis-configured (if possible) with a purposefully invalid string or number value.

2. Validate XML document

Each XML document will be automatically validated against the SSRF XSD schema.

3. Visually inspect XML documents

Visual inspection is permitted, but is not required for invalid XML documents.

4. Test Report

A single test report document will be produced containing a table showing each primary SSRF Dataset, that Dataset’s required Data Items and Attributes, and the respective pass-fail status of the min-fill negative test.